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GL8829 Mens Outdoor Jacket in Winter with Waterproof Overall Printing Fabric 

 

Short Description: 

This is a best outdoor ski jacket for men, with new design, fashion fabric, popular color and reflex. 

   

Product Introduction:  

It’s a best outdoor waterproof jacket in outdoor jacket mens. It’s practical outdoor ski jacket. 

We make the fabric with fashionable natural streamline abstract printing. It’s a popular trend. You can see it 

like the ocean, or sky, or the microorganism. Anyway it’s close to nature. 

And the fabric is waterproof & breathable, with all seam taped. It’s more useful in the winter or when you 

skiing. The lining with different fabric to keep you warm and comfortable. 

The waterproof zipper with reflective tape would keep water outside and safe, also it’s a decoration here. And 

the contrast water proof zipper in chest is also a good fashion issue.  

There are some special design ideas make it more fashion. Such as the Diagonal cutting & sewing in front and 

back. Tridimensional silicon label in the chest and hood for decoration. And the bar tack in the bottom for 

strong and decoration. 

The reflective piping in the back could keep you safe and it’s also a decoration.  

 

Product parameter:  

Item No. GL8829 

Description Waterproof Outdoor Jacket for Mens in Winter with Overall Printing Fabric 

Fabric 

Fabric:150D*300D taslon/PU coating with overall print, waterproof & breathable 

Lining: 190T polyester 

Padding: polyester 

Function water proof, breathable, seam tape, windproof, warm 

Certificate OEKO-TEX 100, EN343  

Package 1pc/polybag, 10pcs/ctn 

MOQ. 800pcs/color 

Sample Free of charge for 1-3 pcs sample 

Delivery 30-90 days after confirmed order 

 

Greenland Added Value:     

1. Strict quality control. 

2. Frequent new designs and trend information.      

3. Fast and free samples. 

4. Unique solution for customized budget. 

5. Warehouse storage service.    

6. Special QTY. size & pattern service. 
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